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ABSTRACT 
Statistical approach and syntactic approach are two traditional 
approaches to the pattern recognition problems.  The former approach 
carries out a set of measurements on the input stimulus and thereby 
extracts a set of numerical characteristics from the input picture. 
The latter approach examines the relationship between primitive 
components that comprise the input stimulus.  But either approach 
has its own limitation of applications.  Furthermore, they have 
complementary talents.  In view of this, techniques have been de- 
veloped for the recognition of stroke patterns, that involve both 
a statistical reduction phase and a syntactical analysis phase. 
An algorithm is constructed for the recognition of handwritten 
English letters.  In the syntactic reduction phase, the concept 
of a primitive is generalized and the specification of syntax 
rules is flexibilized.  General primitives are introduced to result 
in a systematic reduction process. Vertical extension technique, 
horizontal gap tolerance technique, and dynamic partitioning 
technique are introduced to deal with loosely connected, noisy, 
or distorted patterns.  The statistical analysis phase involves 
the performance of simple measurements to distinguish certain 
characters with similar macroscopic structures.  This algorithm 
appears to be extremely efficient when compared with other charac- 
ter recognition schemes. 
CHAPTER I.  INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 
1.1 Introduction 
Recently, extensive research has been done in the field 
of pattern recognition.  In spite of the diversity of various 
techniques developed, they can be classified into two broad cate- 
gories: the statistical approaches, and the syntactic (or lin- 
guistic) approaches. 
In the early development, most techniques were based on the 
receptor/categorizer model (RCM) [i].  Within such a model, a 
picture is reduced to a feature set by the receptor, and then this 
vector is in turn assigned to one of the possible classes of pat- 
terns by the categorizer. 
A brief review of past work in both statistic and syntactic 
approaches will be presented in this chapter.  This thesis tries 
to establish a melting pot in which the two different approaches 
can be optimally combined with each other to result in an even 
more powerful approach. 
The next section of this chapter briefly reviews research in 
statistical methods for recognizing pictures. Section 3 briefly 
reviews research in syntactic methods for describing and pro- 
cessing pictures.  These summaries are, of course, not complete. 
They are merely intended to provide sufficient background infor- 
mation so that the reader can follow this thesis.  The reader is 
referred to references [2,3,4] for more detailed information. 
Section 4 describes the principal results of this thesis and their 
contributions. 
Chapter II formally introduces the author's concept of D- 
type and non-D-type primatives and flexible syntactic rules. 
Also included are the data bases for the storage and processing 
of an input stimulus. 
Chapter III describes the detailed implementation of the 
proposed efficient algorithm.  Totally, the algorithm comprises 
2 phases:  phase A and phase B.  Phase A has the flavor of the 
syntactic approach.  Phase B belongs to the category of the 
statistical approach.  Several important features possessed by 
the efficient algorithm such as the standard parsing scheme, 
dynamic partitioning and so on will be explained in separate 
sections. 
Chapter IV contains some concluding remarks and a discussion 
of further areas of research. 
1.2 Statistical Approach 
In the statistical approach, the first step is called feature 
extraction. A set of N measurements is taken from the input 
stimulus. A numerical value is assigned to the result of each 
such measurement. Eventually, an N-dimensional vector is obtained 
with each component representing the result of some measurement. 
Basically, this is a transformation from the original input stimu- 
lus to a point in the feature (Vector) space.  The second step 
is called classification.  That is, the whole feature space has 
to be partitioned into pattern classes. Usually an attempt is 
made to reduce the dimensionality of the feature space before the 
classification procedure takes place.  In some cases, redundant 
or interrelated components can be removed from the feature vector. 
In others, the original feature space can be transformed into an 
eigenvector space [5] without losing any relevant information for 
the purpose of subsequent classification.  At this point, all the 
features of the input stimulus are expressed in terms of numeri- 
cal quantities; therefore they can be handled by sophisticated 
mathematics. Minimum-distance classification schemes and maxi- 
mum-likelihood classification schemes are the two most common 
techniques [6]. 
In the former case, consider M pattern classes and assume 
that the classes are representable prototype patterns Z., 
Z„, ..., ZM.  Then the distance between an arbitrary feature 
vector X and the i  pattern prototype is given by 
°i = II* - z.|| 
The minimum distance classifier calculates D. , i = 1,2,...,M, 
and assigns X to the pattern class to which it is nearest. 
In the second case, an optimal classification rule is de- 
rived in the sense that the expected average error rate is 
minimized. As before, consider that there are totally M pattern 
classes, which are names Z..,Z_,..., ZM respectively.  X is an 
arbitrary input stimulus. The probability that X comes from Z. 
is denoted as P(Z.|x). A weight junction w.. is defined, where 
i = 1,2,...,M and j = 1,2...,M. W.. denotes the weight of correct- 
ly assigning X to the Z.; W.. (i f  j) denotes the weight of mis- 
assigning X, which actually comes from Z.,to Z..  The first thing 
to do is to evaluate the probabilities P(X) and P(Z.|x).  The 
maximum likelihood classifier computes the product of P(X) 
and P(Z.|X), where i = 1,2,...,M, and assigns X to the Z. which 
possesses a maximum value. 
1.3 Syntactic Approach 
The syntactic approach draws an analogy between the structure 
of patterns and the syntax Cor grammar) of natural languages. 
A syntax specification consists of two parts; i.e., a set of 
primitive elements and a list of relationships over these pri- 
mitive elements. 
Basically, the set of primitives - P consists of all the 
basic building blocks of various pattern classes, while the set 
of syntax rewriting rules - S specifies the process of how a 
particular pattern class can be constructed step by step from the 
basic or intermediate building blocks. 
In 1967, Miller and Shaw initiated the development of a 
general picture calculus [7], trying to formalize the treatment 
of recognition and generation for a broad class of pictures.  A 
primitive is defined as any two (n-) dimensional object with two 
distinguished points, a tail and a head.  The syntax is a set 
of rewriting rules specifying how various primitives may be con- 
catenated with each other at heads and/or tails. Abstractly, a 
picture described in PPL (picture description language) can be 
represented as a labeled, directed graph with the primitives as 
directed edges pointing from tail to head. 
In 1966, Narasimhan proposed a syntactic-directed model [8] 
for the interpretation of bubble chamber pictures. Abstractly, 
the proposal is to generate the types of descriptive statements 
on the basis of the assignment of a hierarchic system of labels 
to the points making up the picture.  In general, the labels 
would belong to two broad groups: name of object types (i.e., 
name of syntactic categories or phrase names), and attribute 
values of objects occurring in the picture. The number of possible 
labels may be quite large.  In the context of the recognition of 
bubble chamber photographs, there are totally thirteen attributes 
or functions of attributes, each of which possesses its own set 
of possible labels. 
In 1970, Uhr proposed more flexible versions of linguistic 
recognition approaches [9]. Among others, he argued that the 
following flexible techniques might be included in a flexible 
linguistic (or syntactic) approach. 
(1) Objects can be connected at internal points and regions, as 
well as at their ends. 
(2) Objects can be connected at a distance. 
(3) Specifications, of positions and connections, or other rela- 
tions can be given loosely. ' 
(4) Rewrite rules can be modified so that they succeed with less- 
than-perfect match, using a threshold, and weights or counts. 
While the linguistic approach emphasizes structure, Uhr argues 
that a delicate balance between structure and flexibility is 
needed.  It is not realistic to insist upon perfectly spelled 
and completely gramatical sentences in the real world.  Instead, 
it is necessary to extract the same semantic meaning from widely 
varying fields of patterns. 
1.4 Principal Results and Contributions 
In the past, the tendency has been to stick to either a 
statistical or a syntactic approach exclusively, while solving 
the recognition problem for a certain class of patterns. A 
little thought will reveal that this kind of restriction is not 
only unnecessary but unadvisable.  In this thesis, a general 
methodology is presented by which both approaches are combined 
optimally. 
As we know, the ingredients of a syntactic approach consist 
of a set of primitives and a grammar over these set of primitives. 
In this thesis, the concept of a primitive is generalized.  Such 
a generalization makes the whole procedure more systematic.  In 
addition, the grammar over this set of primitives is flexible 
and loosely specified.  Three techniques are introduced to make 
this possible.  They are vertical extensions, horizontal gap 
tolerances and dynamic partitioning. 
In summary, the concept of primitives is generalized, and a 
flexible version of the syntactic approach is presented. Further- 
more, a particular framework for the combination of statistical 
and syntactic techniques is set up. 
CHAPTER II.  DATA STRUCTURE AND THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT OF AN 
EFFICIENT METHOD FOR PATTERN RECOGNITION 
2.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to formally introduce the 
data structure of the input stimulus and several other funda- 
mental concepts to which the author frequently refers throughout 
this thesis.  To accomplish this, Section 2.2 describes the format 
in which data are stored and processed.  Section 2.3 introduces 
the partitioning scheme of the input picture frame.  Section 2.4 
contains the definitions of primitives.  Section 2.5 describes 
the loosely defined grammars.  Section 2.6 discusses image pre- 
processing.  Section 2.7 gives a brief summary. 
2.2 Data Structure of the Input Stimulus 
The input stimulus is drawn on a piece of finely-divided 
linear graph paper.  In so doing, the original input picture is 
transformed into a binary array, with empty and filled cells 
having a value of "false" and "true" respectively. 
In order to facilitate subsequent processing, an additional 
transformation is performed on the above binary array, with the 
following result.  Each input stimulus is confined to a square 
of arbitrary size, which consists of 18 by 18 tiles. The infor- 
mation describing a pattern is stored row by row. Each row is 
comprised of 19 items, the first of which designates the number 
of "true" points on this row. Next follow the horizontal coordi- 
nates of these "true" points in the ascending numerical order. 
Finally, the rest of the row is filled up with O's. Totally, an 
18 x 19 array of numbers is required to represent a picture 
mathematically. 
Figure 2.1 shows a dump of the storage for an example of 
a letter "A." Note that a cell is considered to be a filled 
one only when more than half of its area is covered by the 
input stumulus. 
10 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
X 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 om 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 11 12 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 9 10 11 12 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 8 9 12 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 8 9 13 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 8 9 13 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 7 8 14 15 0 0 b" 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 6 7 8 14 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 5 6 14 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 4 5 14 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 4 5 14 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 3 4 14 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 3 4 14 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
The i  row of the above array corresponds to the i  row 
of the input picture. 
Figure 2.1 A Storage Dump of the Numerical Array for an "A" 
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2.3 Partitioning of the Input Picture Frame 
The square frame for the input picture is initially parti- 
tioned vertically into three equal size blocks: 
the Upper Block: consisting of rows from No. 1 up to No. 6, 
the Middle Block: consisting of rows from No. 7 up to No. 12, and 
the Lower Block: consisting of rows from No. 13 up to No. 18. 
The seventh row is called the MU Border. 
The twelfth row is called the ML Border. 
See Figure 2.2. 
The technique of dynamic partitioning will be introduced in 
Section 2.5.3.  That is the partition lines are subsequently per- 
mitted to move up and down.  The discussion which follows will not 
concern dynamic partitioning unless explicitly stated. 
Upper Block 
Middle Block 
Lower Block 
■MU Border 
-ML Border 
Fig. 2.2 Partitioning of the Input Picture Frame 
12 
/ 
2.4 Primitives 
As mentioned earlier, primitives serve as the basic building 
blocks of the syntactic approach.  Conventionally, a primitive 
represents some tangible object which can be uniquely identified 
by its specific physical shape. Usually then, a primitive is 
nothing but a simple, unchangeable and distinguishable shape. 
In this thesis, the traditional concept of primitives is 
relaxed.  Let us call them generalized primitives. Their dis- 
tinguishing characteristic is that each may take on a variety 
of different shapes. 
Essentially, such an extension parallels the multiprototype 
situation occurring in some statistical approaches. That is, 
each pattern class is representable by several prototypes, which 
are similar to each other from the viewpoint of numerical measure- 
ments.  In the case of the generalized primitives, each primitive 
is representable by a number of particular physical shapes, which 
are similar to each other from the viewpoint of their effect on 
syntactic parsing. Obviously, it is ridiculous to separate each 
of the multiprototypes out of the same class into new, smaller 
classes. The same argument applies here. Therefore, such a 
generalization is natural and justified. This is the original 
motivation of such a generalization. 
From now on, let us adopt the terminology of G-primitive 
and primitive to designate the concepts of a generalized primi- 
tive and a conventional primitive respectively. Now, we are in 
13 
a position to develop a formal definition of a G-primitive.  Re- 
call that the original input stimulus has been digitalized.  Let 
the resultant binary array be the object on which a G-primitive 
is to be defined. 
Definition 2.1: 
Assume that P.. ,P„ are any two points belonging to a set S. 
Then P. and P are said to be directly connected within S if both 
of the following conditions are satisfied: 
1) 
where X.. (X2) and Y.. (Y„) are the horizontal and vertical coordi- 
nates of P,(P_) respectively. 
Figure 2.3 shows all the possible points, numbered from 1 
up to 8, which are connected to the point with an asterisk in 
the universal set of all tiles. 
h ~ x2|<i 
Y2|<1 
Fig. 2.3 The Eight Positions that May Be Connected to a 
True Point 
14 
Definition 2.2 
Let PT, P.,P. ,.... P. , P0e S such that P, and P. are 1'  i' i '   '    l '  2 1     I 12      n 
directly connected, P.  and P.   are directly connected for all 
xj     xj + l 
j, l£j£n-l, and P.  and P? are directly connected. Then P, and 
n 
P2 are said to be connected in S. 
Definition 2.3 
A set S is said to be a connected set if and only if every 
two points, P. and P., of S are connected in S. 
Definition 2.4 
ST. is used to denote the set of all true points appearing 
■f"V» 
on the i  row on the input picture. 
Definition 2.5 
Any non-empty connected subset of ST. is called a cluster 
*v,  -th 
on the I  row. 
Definition 2.6 
A G-primitive candidate, say GP is any set of true points 
satisfying the following four conditions: 
(1) GP contains at least three points, each of which comes 
from the Upper, Middle and Lower Blocks respectively. 
(2) GP is a connected set. 
(3) Let S. = {P.IP.eGP, P. resides on the i  row}. S. is 
a cluster, for all i. 
15 
X 
(4)  There exists no GP' such that GP = GP', GP £  GP1 and 
such that GP' also satisfies the above three conditions. 
Definition 2.7 
Let GPC = P-.P,,. .... P be a G-primitive candidate.  Then 12       n 
the average horizontal coordinate AHC of GPC is defined below: 
AHC = i[X.+X.+...+X ] 
n 1 2     nJ
where X. be the horizontal coordinate for point P.. 
Definition 2.8 
The primary primitive GPI (or the first G-primitive) of an 
input stimulus is the-G-primitive candidate which has the smallest 
average horizontal coordinate. 
In Figure 2.4, the first G-primitive for each English letter 
is shown in solid lines. 
16 
Fig. 2.4  The First G-primitives for the English Alphabet 
17 
Fig.   2.4    The First G-primitives for the English Alphabet 
(Continued) 
18 
Fig. 2.4 The First G-primitives for the English Alphabet 
(Continued) 
Definition 2.9: 
The second G-primitive, GP2, of the input stimulus is de- 
fined in the following three mutually exclusive cases: 
19 
(1) If the intersection of GP1 and any other G-primitive 
candidate is empty, then GP2 is the G-primitive candidate 
which has the second smallest average horizontal coordinate. 
(2) If GPC2 is the only candidate that has a non-empty inter- 
section with GP1, then GPC2 is defined to be GP2. 
(3) If there is more than one G-primitive candidate that has a 
non-empty intersection with GP1, then GP2 is defined to be 
the G-primitive candidate whose intersection set with GP1 
has the smallest cardinality. 
^_ 
20 
2.5 Loosely Defined Grammars 
Uhr [9] pointed out that to the extent that patterns can be 
badly distorted and fragmented, yet still recognizable, we cannot 
insist upon perfection. According to experience, only a very small 
percent of pictures exactly match a rigorous grammar which is 
supposed to characterize the former.  It is ridiculous to throw 
out the non-matching pictures by charging them to be ungrammatical. 
An obvious and straightforward way to get around this diffi- 
culty is to expand our grammar so that a higher and higher percent 
of the total number of desired input pictures can be covered.  In 
so doing, the strict nature of grammars is retained but the size 
of the production rules will soon become unmanageable. 
Another more practical way is to provide grammars with 
flexibility.  Specifically, three flexible techniques have been 
designed. Each of them is introduced within this section. 
Note that, in last section, primitives are gifted with a 
certain form of flexibility.  In this section, grammars are si- 
milarly gifted with flexibility.  Therefore, a loosely specified 
syntax rule can be applied to many variants of the same pattern. 
2.5.1 Vertical Extension 
Let us consider the situation where the relationship between 
two G-primitives, say GPA and GPB, is examined. 
Assume that GPA (GPB) extends from row No. U  (No. U.) up 
to row No. L  (No. L, ). Then they both will be vertically 
21 
extended from row No. U up to row No. L  (if necessary), 
o r o 
where U = rain (U .U, ) 
o      v a* tr 
LQ = max (L^) 
This technique is used throughout the author's computer 
program and is described in Section 3.3.2. 
See Fig. 2.5 for examples. 
Fig. 2.5 Examples of Vertical Extension 
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2.5.2 Horizontal Gap Tolerance 
Again, consider the situation where the relationship between 
f 
two G-primitives, say GPA and GPB, is examined. Occasionally, 
they get close to each other but do not really touch. This may 
be a distorted or imperfect junction or it might be neither. 
Therefore, the horizontal gap tolerance technique can only be 
used selectively. To arbitrate between these two possibilities, 
the context information is invoked. More details will be given 
in Chapter III. 
See Figure 2.6 as an example. An imperfect junction for 
the letter "K" in the Middle Block is recognized. 
Fig. 2.6 Examples of Horizontal Gap Tolerance 
23 
2.5.3 Dynamic Partitioning 
As pointed out in Section 2.3, the input frame is initially 
partitioned vertically into three equal-size blocks. Note that 
no partitioning is performed in the horizontal direction.  Conse- 
quently, no difficulty is caused by any horizontal displacement 
of the original pattern as a whole. 
But a vertical displacement of the entire pattern can cer- 
tainly cause trouble.  For example, a junction in the Middle Block 
may be erroneously recognized as a junction in the Upper Block 
due to an excessive displacement upward.  This is shown in 
Fig. 2.7. 
Similar trouble may be encountered due to still another 
reason besides simple vertical movement.  This is nonlinear dis- 
tortion. That is, the input stimulus cannot be generated by 
uniform amplification or condensation.  Examples are shown in 
Fig. 2.8. 
In order to overcome this difficulty, a scheme of dynamic 
partitioning is employed.  For simple displacement, the strategy 
is to move the partition boundaries (i.e., MU, ML Borders) 
accordingly.  For nonlinear distortion, the strategy is to con- 
struct partitioned blocks of similar disproportionate sizes. 
24 
Fig. 2.7 Examples of Excessive Upward Displacement 
Fig. 2.8 Examples of Nonlinear Distortion 
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2.6 Preprocessing 
Since noise may exist in the input stimulus, a clean-up 
process is in general required.  The generally accepted pre- 
processing consists of two things. One is to remove isolated 
true points, the other is to fill isolated holes. Since both of 
these techniques are straightforward, they will not be discussed 
at all in this thesis. 
In some of the previous work in the literature, a prepro- 
cessing procedure called "Skeleton Extraction" is executed 
before the formal analysis is initiated.  In the current algorithm, 
such a procedure is unnecessary. The following argument points 
out some of the disadvantages of using such a skeleton extraction: 
(1) It is time-consuming.  Before a point is decided to be 
discarded or retained, the value of its neighbors has to 
be retrieved and some computations on these values have 
to be performed. 
(2) It wastes space if a fresh copy is maintained for house- 
keeping. 
(3) It is possible to lose relevant information.  In Chapter III, 
the strategy of how to avoid the awkward procedure of 
skeleton extraction is explained. 
26 
2.7 Summary 
In this chapter, all of the fundamental concepts invoked 
in this thesis have been introduced.  In the next chapter, we focus 
on the implementation of these concepts. 
27 
CHAPTER III.  DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPLEMENTATION 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter contains a detailed description of the overall 
implementation.  Section 2 presents the overview of the procedures 
of preprocessing and two phases.  Section 3 introduces the parsing 
scheme and the implementation of three flexible techniques. Sec- 
tion 4 discusses the processing of phase one.  Section 5 discusses 
the processing of phase two.  Finally, Section 6 gives the de- 
cision tree and the flowcharts of relevant subroutines. 
28 
3.2 Preprocessing, Phase One and Phase Two 
Preprocessors act as filters. Noise is apt to be introduced 
into the desirable information or data.  Before any steps are 
taken, this raw data should be examined by the preprocessor to 
clean up as much noise as possible.  The techniques employed are 
those well established preprocessing measures consisting of re- 
moving isolated "true" points and filling isolated "false" points. 
In the description of our algorithm, we will just assume that 
these preprocessing techniques have been executed, and thereby 
filtered data are obtained. 
As mentioned before, both statistical and syntactic ap- 
proaches will be invoked in this algorithm. As a consequence, 
the overall process of pattern recognition is subdivided into two 
phases. 
In phase one, the philosophy of syntactic approach is 
followed.  This phase is further divided into two subphases, 
phase 1A and phase IB.  First of all, all possible G-primitives 
present in the input stimulus are determined. As the reader shall 
see later, there are at most four G-primitives. 
After this is done, phase 1A is initiated.  In phase 1A, 
the interrelationships between these G-primitives are examined. 
Note that we do not bother to examine every possible pair of 
G-primitives exhaustively.  In fact, only a few pairs need to be 
examined as shown on the decision tree in Section 3.6.  It is 
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interesting to consider the single G-primitive case where only- 
one G-primitive exists in the input stimulus.  No interrelation- 
ships can be expected, and, therefore, phase 1A is bypassed. 
Basically, phase 1A can be thought of as an analysis of the global 
structure embedded in the input stimulus. 
Phase IB is initiated after phase 1A is completed or by- 
passed.  The purpose of this phase is to examine (1) the unary- 
relationships imposed on individual G-primitives and (2) the inter- 
relationships between G-primitives and non-G-primitives.  By a 
non-G-primitive, we mean some object forming part of the input 
picture that possesses at least all of the following three pro- 
perties:  (a) It does not qualify as a G-primitive as defined in 
Definitions 2.4.4 and 2.4.5, (b)  It can be identified as an entity, 
(c)  It possesses a certain relationship with some G-primitive. 
In (1), some characteristics of individual G-primitives are 
examined.  The two most outstanding characteristics are orienta- 
tion and particular shape.  For example, a G-primitive may be 
straight, north-south oriented, and may have an orthogonal junction 
somewhere.  In (2), an example of such an interrelationship could 
be that a stroke lies between the first and second G-primitives 
to form a sandwich-like structure as is found in the letter "Q." 
When the above two subphases are finished, the entire set of 
letters in the English alphabet is divided into smaller groups 
whose members bear a similar structure. 
Now a natural question may be raised. Where is the ter- 
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minating point of phase 1? Of course, there are several choices. 
A suitable criterion is that syntactic analysis should not proceed 
beyond the point where an alternative of statistical approach can 
proceed more efficiently.  Strictly speaking, no two letters have 
the same structure.  The comparison of structure can proceed in- 
finitely until two similar but different letters are separated. 
But very often a minor difference in structure can only be detected 
by a precise measurement.  This is exactly the role that jthe 
statistical approach plays. 
In phase two, all the incompletely separated groups are 
partitioned.  But the dimensionality of each such group is much 
smaller compared with the whole set of the English alphabet. A 
couple of measurements suffice to accomplish the task of phase 
two. 
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3.3 Parsing 
3.3.1 Parsing Scheme 
A handprinted English letter or any kind of picture is 
generally imperfect to a varying degree. Especially for a sloppy 
letter, it is fairly common to find something added to or omitted 
from a standard prototype accidentally.  To the author's knowledge, 
there are few people who have ever seriously discussed the problem 
of how-to distinguish the accidental from the essential, and 
supplied a systematic solution for this problem. 
According to experience, it is found that this kind of im- 
perfection occurs most frequently and causes the greatest trouble 
in the area of outer frontier.  In such a case, the imperfection 
might cause one to pursue the wrong track.  This is especially 
true at the moment when the parsing process is first initiated. 
In order to get around this difficulty, a core-outward 
parsing scheme is used.  Instead of parsing top down or bottom up, 
two subparsings are executed: 
(1) Parsing from row No. 7 upward 
(2) Parsing from row No. 7 downward. 
The procedure to isolate the G-primitives is outlined below. 
First, the numerical value for the seventh row of the input picture 
is examined and all the connected true points are grouped into 
clusters.  For example, assume the numerical values of row No. 7 
for a particular input picture are 
64567 10 11 00000000000  0 
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Then we get two clusters: (4,5,6,7) and (10,11).  Suppose that 
there are N such clusters.  Then one attempts to expand each 
cluster into a G-primitive.  Two things must be verified.  The 
first is that there are true points on the row. 
Suppose that we are dealing with a certain cluster C.  C is 
a connected set of true points.  The upward parsing is executed 
first.  As many true points as possible are incorporated into C, 
retaining C as a connected set of true points.  Then the downward 
parsing is executed.  Again, as many true points as possible are 
incorporated into C, retaining C as a connected set of true points. 
If the resultant C satisfies condition (1) of Definition 2.6, 
then C qualifies as a G-primitive.  Note that the above parsing 
procedure guarantees that conditions (2), (3), and (4) are satis- 
fied. All of the clusters are tried one by one.  Consequently, 
all G-primitives are obtained. 
3.3.2 Vertical Extension 
The general procedure is explained as follows: 
Suppose that we want to examine the interrelationship between 
the n  G-primitive, say GPA, and the (n+1)  G-primitive, say GPB. 
GPA (GPB) extends from the row No. U  (U, ) down to the row No. 
L  (L, ) .  Define U = min(U ,U, ) and L = max(L ,L, ).  On the 
a v b o     v a'  b      o       a'o 
seventh row, the two clusters, say C and C, , that belong to GPA 
and GPB respectively are singled out.  Let XA and XA be the 
smallest and largest horizontal coordinates of C .  Similarly, 3. 
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XB„ and XB are the smallest and largest horizontal coordinates I r       « 6 
of C, .  Both upward and downward subparsings are to be executed. 
Several variables used in the following algorithm are listed 
in Table 3.1. 
m 
Table 3.1 List of Variables for Vertical Extension Algorithm 
Variable Meaning 
NROW Current row under investigation 
C (C, ) The cluster on the row No. NROW, which belongs 
a
  _ to GPA(GPB). 
MRGU Flag to indicate whether GPA merges with GPB 
in the Upper Block 
MRGL Flag to indicate that GPA and GPB merge for the 
first time in the Lower Block 
SEP Flag to indicate that GPA and GPB separate again 
after the first merger occurred in the downward 
subparsing 
'' ■ ,;     f 
RECM Flag to indicate that GPA and GPB merge for 
two times during the downward subparsing. 
A.  Upward subparsing 
The procedure consists of the following steps: 
(1) Initialization 
NROW = 7, C , C, are found out accordingly 
MRGU = False 
(2) NROW = NROW - 1 
If NROW <L then Stop. 
(3) Update Ca, Cb, XA^, XAr, XB£ and XBr 
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C* = the rightmost cluster on the row No. NRWO that 
a       & 
is connected to C, within STxin_tl. U ST.,n_,tlTi. b NROW    NROW+1 
If C t  <j>, then C = C.  XA„ and XA are updated 
a  r'     aa    I r    r 
accordingly. 
C' = the leftmost cluster on the row No. NROW that b 
is connected to Cb within STNRQW U STNRQW+1 
If C' t  <f> then C, = C'  XB£ and XB are updated 
accordingly. 
If C merge with C then MRGU = True and STOP; 
otherwise, GO to {2). 
B.  Downward Subparsing 
This procedure consists of the following steps: 
(1) Initialization 
NROW = 7, C ,C are found out 
'  a' b 
MRGL = SEP = RECM = False 
(2) NROW = NROW+1 
If NROW > L then STOP 
o 
Otherwise, 
If MRGL = TRUE then GO to (4) 
(3) Update C and C, with no mergence occurred 
C (Cy)  = the rightmost (leftmost) cluster on the row 
No. NROW that is connected to Ca(C,) within (STNR0W 
U
 
STNR0W+1:> 
If C t  *   then C = C 
a a   a 
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If C' f  <J>   then C, = C'' b  y        b   b 
If Ca merge with C when MRGL = TRUE GO to (2) 
(4) Update C and C, , giving that one mergence has 3.       D 
occurred. 
If SEP = TRUE GO to (5) 
C'(C*) = the leftmost (rightmost) cluster on the row 
No. NROW that is connected to C (C, ) within (STxmr.11I av b NROW 
U
 
STNR0W+1} 
If C ^ <f>   then C = C 
a  Y        a   a 
If C' /t <j>   then C, = C» b  Y b   b 
If C £  C, then SEP = TRUE 
a   b 
GO to (2) 
(5) Update C and C, , giving that GPA and GPB merged 
and then separated again 
C' (C') = the rightmost (leftmost) cluster on the row 
No. NROW that is connected to C (C, ) within (ST.™,™ a b NROW 
U
 
STNROW+P 
If C' t  i> C = C» 
a  Y     a   a 
If C» / <J>    C. = C' b  Y     b   b 
If C merge with Cb then RECM = TRUE, STOP 
GO to (2) 
Note that whenever a suitable cluster C'(C'). on the current 
a^ bJ' 
row under investigation, cannot be found, the previous value for 
C (C, ) remains unchanged. That is, an essential vertical extension 
a D 
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of the cluster C (C.) on the previous row has been carried.  These 
pseudo true points are thus augmented to the input picture during 
the execution of this procedure. At the moment, we jump out of 
this procedure, all these pseudo points are gone. 
3.3.3 Horizontal Gap Tolerance 
Assume that we want to examine whether two G-primitives, 
GPA and GPB, merge with each other on row No. n. Assume that on 
row No. n, GPA(GPB) contains true points with horizontal coordi- 
nates of L , L +1,...R (L , L,+1,...R.) respectively. 
The normal condition for merger is that R + 1 >_ L . ■ 
In order to tolerate a small horizontal gap, a parameter k 
is introduced.  The condition for a merger becomes R + l+k>L, . k 
can be incremented step by step to gradually loosen the constraint 
of merger.  In our implementation, a maximum value of equal to 3 
appears to be a good choice.  Note that this technique is put into 
operation only in the cases of (2*) and (3*) described in Section 
3.4.3. 
3.3.4 Dynamic Partitioning 
In Section 2.5.3, the author raised the problems of vertical 
displacement and nonlinear distortion. Dynamic partitioning 
seems to be a promising way to solve this kind of problem.  How- 
ever, only limited achievement of this regard has been made in 
the author's implementation. This achievement is described in 
the following paragraphs. 
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(1) The adjustment of the starting row for the letters of 
"A", "B", "H", "K", "P", "R", "X" and "Y." Several cases are 
illustrated in Figure 3.1, where the dashed line represents the 
new starting row after adjustment.  As before, the seventh row 
is the initial tentative starting row.  The number of clusters 
on this row is examined.  If there is only one cluster, then the 
following test should be made; otherwise, the test is omitted. 
The test procedure is this.  Let C be the cluster on the seventh 
row. While the upward subparsing is carried out, C is extended 
both to the left and to the right.  If eventually the left and 
right extensions get separated, then the starting row should be 
moved up to the row where separation occurs.  Otherwise, no action 
is taken.  The new row position is denoted as MNREF.  The test 
procedure described in this paragraph corresponds to the test 
procedure of Ml in the decision tree in Section 3.6.1. As the 
reader may see, this test procedure is invoked when the seventh 
row of the input picture consists of a single cluster of true 
points. 
Fig. 3.1 Starting Row Adjustment for the Letters 
A,B,K,P,X, etc. 
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Fig. 3.1 Starting Row Adjustment for the Letters 
A,B,K,P,X, etc.  (Continued) 
(2) The adjustment of the starting row (i.e., the row where 
the two subparsings start) for the letters of E and F.  Four 
possible situations are shown in Figure 3.2.  For all the four 
cases, the seventh row is taken as the initial tentative starting 
row. 
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The rightmost boundary of the input picture is traced while 
the upward subparsing is carried out.  For the case in Fig. 3.2(a), 
only a rightward jerk* is detected and therefore the starting row 
remains the seventh row.  For the case in Fig. 3.2. (b), a leftward 
jerk followed by a rightward jerk is detected.  The starting row 
should be moved to the row where the leftward jerk occurs.  For 
the case in Fig. 3.2.(c), two rightward jerks are detected.  The 
starting fow is then moved up to the row where the first leftward 
jerk occurs.  For the case in Fig. 3.2. (d) no rightward jerk is 
detected during such an upward subparsing.  Therefore, downward 
subparsing is performed. Two rightward jerks are now detected. 
Hence the starting row should be moved downward to the row where 
the first leftward jerk occurs.  In all cases, the new position 
for the starting row is saved by the name of MNREF.  The test 
procedure described in this paragraph corresponds to the procedure 
M2 in the decision tree in Section 3.6.1.  Again, this test pro- 
cedure is invoked only when the seventh row of the input picture 
consists of a single cluster of true points, and the test procedure 
Ml fails. 
* By jerk is meant a sharp displacement either to the left or to 
the right when the rightmost boundary of the input picture is 
traced. 
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(a) 0>) 
Cc) Cd) 
Fig. 3.2 Starting Row Adjustment for the Letter E 
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(3) The adjustment of the ML Border (i.e., row No. 12) is 
not done explicitly. However, such an effect can be achieved in 
the following manner.  Two variable SEP (separation) and REC 
(recombination) are introduced. 
Consider the interrelationship between two G-primitives, GPA 
and GPB.  Once they merge with each other for the first time 
during the downward subparsing, their first subsequent separation 
is examined.  If they do not subsequently separate, then there 
is one junction as far as downward subparsing is concerned.  If 
the merger occurs around the bottom of the picture, the merger is 
considered to be in the Lower Block.  If the merger occurs midway 
within the input picture, the merger is considered to be in the 
Middle Block. 
Now let us turn to the case where a subsequent separation 
does occur after their first merger. The variable REC indicates 
whether GPA and GPB recombine after their separation.  If they do, 
then there is one merger in the Middle Block and in the Lower 
Block, respectively.  If they do not, then they merge in the Middle 
Block and divorce in the Lower Block. 
This procedure has been incorporated in all the subroutines 
that check the interrelationships between two G-primitives. 
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3.4 Overview of Phase One 
3.4.1 Three Families 
Generally speaking, the English alphabet can be divided into 
three families: 
(1) Family No. 1 with a single G-primitive. This family 
comprises C, E, F, G, I, J, L, S, T, Z. 
(2) Family No. 2 with exactly two G-primitives. This family 
comprises A, B, D, H, K, 0, P, Q, R, U, V, X, Y. 
(3) Family No. 3 with more than two G-primitives. This 
family comprises M, N, W. 
3.4.2 Family No. 1 
For this family, there exists only one G-primitive. As a 
consequence, only phase IB needs to be executed.  The recognition 
process reduces to the analysis of unary relationships on the G- 
primitive or interrelationships between the G-primitive and con- 
ventional primitives.  In the decision tree shown in Fig. 3.8, 
this family corresponds to the whole tree rooted at position 
labeled 1007. 
3.4.3 Family No. 2 
For this family, there exist two G-primitives.  Both sub- 
phases 1A and IB need to be processed.  In this section only 
subphase 1A will be discussed.  Subphase IB is illustrated in 
Section 3.6. 
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The following notation will be used: 
M:  the two G-primitives merge with each other at some point, 
D:  the two G-primitives divorce from each other at some point, 
SS: the two G-primitives merge with each other into a single stroke, 
This family can then be subdivided into smaller groups as 
shown below when phase 1A is completed. 
(1) (UD) A (MM) A (LSS) 
(2) (UM) A (MM) A (LSS) 
(3) (UD) A (MM) A (LD) 
(4) (UM) A (MM) A (LD) 
(5) (UM) A (MD) A (LM) 
(6) (UD) A (MD) A (LM) 
(7) (UM) A (MM) A (LM) 
Y 
P 
H,K,X 
A,R 
D,0,Q 
U,V 
B 
where the first letter in the parenthesis specifies the block 
where the corresponding relation occurs.  For example, the first 
syntax rule means that the two G-primitives are divorced from 
each other in the Upper Block, but they meet together somewhere 
in the Middle Block, and finally they merge into a single stroke 
in the Lower Block.  The letter "Y" is the only one that satisfies 
the syntax rule. 
The groups (3), (4), (5), and (6) will be turned over to 
subparse IB.  As will be seen in Section 3.6, groups (3), (4) and 
(5) will be completely parsed by the end of subparse IB.  Group 
(6) is actually processed in phase two as explained in Section 3.5, 
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Besides those cases mentioned above, there are four other 
interesting possibilities which deserve extra attention. 
(1*)  (USS)A(MSS)A(LSS) 
This case degenerates into some members of Family No. 1. 
The reason is simple.  The statement that those two G-pri- 
mitives merge everywhere into a single one is equivalent 
to the statement that only one G-primitive exists. 
(2*)  (UD)ACMD)A(LD) 
At first glance, such a relation is outside the grammer for 
the English alphabet.  But let us consider this situation 
more carefully. 
According to common sense, the fact that two primitives meet 
with each other means that the distance between them is reduced 
until it finally reaches the value zero.  But sometimes the ten- 
dency (or, let's say, the writer's intention) of joining two 
primitives (strokes, in this case) can be detected easily even 
though the final mutual distance is not zero at all but a small 
value 
This is the motivation for permitting an imperfect junction 
by allowing a small but nonzero gap.  By loosening the junction 
requirement, the following cases can be treated beautifully. 
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Case   (1):     (UD)A(MD)A(LD)   is corrected to be   (UD) /\(MN)A(LD) 
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Case (2):  (UD)A(MD)A (LD) is corrected to be (UD)A(MD)A(LM) 
C3*)  CUM)ACMD)A(LD) 
The above argument applied equally well to the current situa- 
tion.  In general, we are able to attribute such a situation 
to the case of either (UM)A(MM)A(LD), group 4, or (UM)A(MD)A 
(LM), group 5.  Several examples follow. 
Case (1):  (UM)A(MD)A(LD) is corrected to CUM)A(MM)A(LD) 
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Case   (2):     (UM)A (MD)A (LD)  is  corrected to   (UM)A (MD)/\ (LM) 
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(4*)  (UD)A(MM)A(LM) 
This will be considered illegal.  The input stimulus is then 
unrecognizable.  Judging from experience, it is quite unlike- 
ly to accidentally join two primitives which are supposed to 
be well separated.  Therefore, this step is justified. 
3.4.4 Family No. 3 
For this family, more than two G-primitives are present. 
Many interrelationships can be drawn out of the input picture. As 
a matter of fact, only subphase 1A will suffice to separate the 
family completely. 
In this family, there are two cases which have to be processed 
separately. 
Case 1: The MU Border cuts the input pattern at three places. 
For W:  The first G-primitive finally merges with the second 
G-primitive when the downward parsing is executed. 
For N:  The second G-primitive finally merges with the third 
G-primitive when the downward parsing is executed. 
For M: Neither of the above two relationships is satisfied. 
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Case 2:  The MU Border cuts the input picture at four places. 
In this case, only "M" and "W" are possible. 
The syntax rule for "W" mentioned above can be applied here. 
sa 
It is quite often possible for the central G-primitives to 
degenerate as shown below.  The occurrence of such cases can 
always be detected readily.  A slight modification of the syntactic 
rules mentioned above will be able to handle these situations. 
This family corresponds to the tree rooted at y.    Degenerated 
cases of this family appear in the tree rooted at g. 
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3.5 Phase Two 
Finally, a point is reached where the syntactic approach no 
longer proceeds satisfactorily and efficiently.  At this point, 
a statistical approach is used to solve the rest of the recogni- 
tion problem.  Phase one ends at this point and phase two is 
initiated. 
We have four groups which require further partitioning.  They 
are (I,J,Z), (J,L), (E,2) and (U,V).  From the macroscopic point 
of view, each of members of the same group has a similar structure. 
It is generally not advisable to endlessly continue examining 
their subtle distinctions in structure syntactically. 
Now we will describe how statistical techniques can solve the 
remainder of our recognition proglem.  First of all, we introduce 
some notation which applies to the first three groups. 
Let U, (IL ) be the left end (right end) coordinate of the 
first G-primitive of the input stimulus on the MU Border (i.e. 
the "seventh row).  Let L.. (L„) be the left end (right end) coordi- 
nate of the first G-primitive of the input stimulus on the ML 
Border (i.e. the twelfth row). 
Ul + U2 Ll + L2 Let .      U = =  and L = =   , 
c     2        c     2 
where U and L are not necessarily integers. 
Let's draw a reference line, say REFLINE, by connecting the two 
points, P, and P_, corresponding to (U ,7) and (L ,12) respective- 
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ly.  Then the intersection of this REFLINE and each row n, say R , 
will be given by the following formula: 
L - U 
R = L + -~—- (n-12) 
n   c     5    v   J 
See Fig. 3.3 as an example. The REFLINE is shown as the dashed 
line. 
DECT T\TC V 
u1 = 10 , u2 = 11 
U .10^1 =10.5 
c    2 
L1 = 8    L2 = 10 
I  - 8+10 _ 9 Lc " 2   " y 
Fig. 3.3 Construction of the REFLINE Line 
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R5 = 9 + 9~].0'5 x (5-12) = 11.1 
R1Q = 9 + 9"^0?5 x (10-12) = 9.6 
R15 = 9 + 9~*0'5 x (15-12) = 8.1 
Figure 3.3 Construction of the REFLINE Line 
(Continued) 
Now let us consider each case separately. 
(1)  (I,J,Z) group 
For each row n in the Lower Block, we can measure (or cal- 
culate) the directed distance from the leftmost true point on 
this row to R . say D „.  D  is similarly defined to be the 
n'  
J
     n£   nr J 
directed distance from R to the rightmost true point on this 
row. 
Let  D = Maximum (D )  n = 13,14,15,16,17,18 
D = Maximum (D )  n = 13,14,15,16,17,18 
The "I" or "J" or "Z" can be distinguished by the following rule: 
If (D  .GT. (D +k)) then the input pattern is "J" 
XJ i 
If (D  .GT. (D +k))  then the input pattern is "Z" 
x JO 
Otherwise, the input pattern is "I." 
k is a parameter.  In the case where the input pattern 
is digitized into an 18 by 18 point array, a good choice for k is 
2.5. 
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See Figure 3.4. 
D£ = 3 
Dr = 3 
D£= 1.9 
Dr = 3.1 
D£ = 6.9 
Dr = 0.5 
(a) GO Cc) 
D£ = 6.5 
Dr = 0.8 
DiT 1-4 
Dr = 8.4 
(a) Cb) 
Fig. 3.4 Statistical Classification of the (I,J,Z) Group 
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(2)  (J,L) group 
In this case. D and D can be measured in exactly the same 
r 
way as we did above. They can be distinguished by the following 
rule: 
If (D .GT. CD +k)) then the input pattern is " " 
If (D  .GT. (D +k)) then the input pattern is "L" 
k is a parameter.  In our case, k=0 is a good choice. 
See Figure 3.5 
D = 0.0 
r 
D
* = 
8
'
7 
D = 0.7 
r 
D£ = 7.4 
D = 0.5 
r 
Fig. 3.5 Statistical Classification of the (J,L) Group 
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D£=0.0 
D = 8.0 
r 
D£ = 0.1 
D = 9.4 
r 
Fig. 3.5 Statistical Classification of the (J,L) Group 
(Continued) 
(3)  (E,Z) group 
In this case, the area of investigation will be the Upper 
Block rather than the Lower Block. Therefore, the definitions 
of D and D are modified slightly as follows: 
D. = Maximum (D )  n = 6,5,4,3,2,1 
J6 TLXJ 
D = Maximum (D )  n= 6,5,4,3,2,1 
r nr 
Then "E" and "2" can be distinguished by the following rule: 
If (D. .GT. (D +k)) then the input pattern is MZ" 
If (D  .GT. (D0+k))  then the input pattern is "E" 
See Figure 3.6. 
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D£ = 0 
D = 9 
r 
D£ = 0.4 
D  = 8.3 
r 
D = 1.1 
r 
Fig. 3.6 Statistical Classification of the (E,2) Group 
(4)  (U,V) group 
Since this group belongs to the family No. 3, we need slight- 
ly different notation. 
Let U  (L ) be the right-end coordinate of the primary 
a.     cl 
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primitive on the MU Border (ML Border).  Let U, (1^) be the left- 
end coordinate of the other primitive on the MU Border (ML Border) 
Then we can generate a line, say REFLINE1, by connecting the two 
points corresponding to(U ,7) and(L 12) respectively. Similarly, 
another line called REFLINE2 can be established by connecting the 
two points corresponding to (U,,7) and (L,,12) respectively. 
REFLINE1 and REFLINE2 will intersect each other somewhere 
with a vertical coordinate, say y  .  Let y denote the vertical 
coordinate of the point where the two G-primitives actually meet 
each_other on the input stimulus. Then "U" and "V" can be dis- 
tinguished by applying the following rule: 
If (y   .GT. (y +k))then the input pattern is "U" 
Otherwise, the input pattern is "V" 
k is a parameter.  In our case, k = 5.5 is a good choice. 
See Figure 3.7. 
REFLINE1 U   L    REFLINE2 
a   a 
ext" 
L,-L b    £ L 
v
 b    3LJ <vv 
U    = a 4 ub = 16 
L    = 
a 
6 Lb = 14 
x 5 + 12 
Fig. 3.7 Statistical Classification of the (U,V) Group 
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Y =  16 
o 
Y .= » 
ex 
Y =  16 
o 
Y ^ =  35 
ext 
Y = 14 
o 
Y =  15.4 
ex 
Y = 15 
o 
Y .   =  18.5 
ext 
Fig.   3.7    Statistical Classification of the  (U,V) Group 
(Continued) 
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3.6 Decision Tree and the Flowcharts of Relevant Subroutines 
3.6.1 Decision Tree 
The complete decision tree of the implemented computer pro- 
gram is shown in Fig. 3.8.  Included in the parenthesis is a pair 
of numbers.  The first number underlined indicates a pointer with- 
in the program labeled as such.  The second number is the index 
of the related subroutine on the subroutine list. 
Note that (1000,Ml) and (1003,M2) are the only two excep- 
tions, where the second component is led by the letter "M". 
This is because these two related procedures are in fact part of 
the main program.  They are not separate subroutines. The func- 
tion of these two procedures is explained in section 3.3.4. 
Groups of letters that are enclsoed in brackets represent 
the set of letters that should be passed over to the phase two, 
i.e., they are either [J,L], [E,2], [I,J,Z] or [U,V]. 
3.6.2 Flowcharts 
Now all the subroutines along with their titles appearing 
in the computer program and their specific flowcharts are listed 
below. Table 3.2 explains the variables used in the flowcharts. 
Note that SI means the subroutine No. 1, etc. 
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Figure 3.8. ""* The Overall Decision Tree 
(a) Family No. 1 
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Figure 3.8 The Overall Decision Tree 
(b) Part of Family No. 2 
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Figure 3.8 The Overall Decision Tree 
(c) Part of Family No. 2 and Degenerated 
Family No. 3 
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Figure 3.8 The Overall Decision Tree 
(d)  Family No. 3 
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Table 3.2   List of Principal Variables for Subroutines 
Program Symbol 
LGT- 
MM 
NB 
NGAP 
NGP 
NI 
NJUN 
NLB 
NLBL 
NLBLB 
LLBLU 
NLMR 
NLPB 
NLPU 
Definition 
A flag indicating that a cluster on the current 
row is found which is connected to the cluster 
of (N ,N ) on the previous row.  LGT is set 
to 1 when the first point that resides within 
(N1-1,N +1) is found. 
This is an 18x19 array variable that stores the 
numerical array of the digitized input picture. 
The horizontal coordinate of the right-end 
boundary of GP1 on the thirteenth row of the in- 
put picture. 
The amount of horizontal gap tolerated. 
th The number of clusters existing on the i  row 
The horizontal coordinate, of the right-end 
boundary of GP1 on the i  row of the input 
picture. 
The row where the first merger of GP1 and GP2 
occurs when downward parsing is executed. 
The lowest row that the first G-primitive con- 
tains. 
Maximum (NLBLB,NLBLU). 
The horizontal coordinate of the leftmost true 
point on the NLBth row. 
The horizontal coordinate of the leftmost true 
point on the NLUth row. 
The horizontal coordinate of the rightmost true 
point of the first G-primitive. 
The lower horizontal span of the first G- 
primitive, i.e., NLMR-NLBLB 
t 
The upper horizontal span of the first S- 
primitive, i.e., NLMR-NLBLU. 
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Table 3. 
Program 
NLU 
NO 
NOC 
NRB 
NRBR 
NRBRB 
NRBRU 
NRML 
NRPB 
NRPU 
NSTK 
NU 
W 
W. 
1 
2 (Continued) 
Symbol Definition 
The upmost row that the first G-primitive con- 
tains. 
The number of true points on a certain row. 
The flag indicating that GP1 and GP2 separate 
again after their first merger while downward 
subparsing is being executed. 
The lowest row that the second G-primitive 
contains. 
Minimum (NRBRB,NRBRU). 
The horizontal coordinate of the rightmost true 
point on the NRBth row. 
The horizontal coordinate of the rightmost true 
point on the NRUth row. 
The horizontal coordinate of the leftmost true 
point of the second G-primitive. 
The lower horizontal span of the second G- 
primitive, i.e., NRBRB-NRML. 
The upper horizontal span of the second G- 
primitive, i.e., NRBRu-NRML. 
The width of a stroke of the input picture. 
The horizontal coordinate of the right-end 
boundary of GP1 on the sixth row of the input 
picture. 
The width of the cluster on the seventh row (or 
twelfth row) of GP1 when the upward (downward) 
subparsing is carried. 
The width of the cluster on the i  row be- 
longing to GP1 of the input picture. 
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Sla.  GSBEB (NROW) 
This subroutine groups connected true points on the NROWth 
row into clusters. It also returns the number of clusters 
and the boundaries of each cluster. 
Sib.  GSBEB (NROW) 
This is a test to determine the number of clusters returned 
by the GSBEB.  If NGP is greater than 2, then go to y. 
j' 
NO -*- (wp.ow>-0* in \ 
LCl)^0^   LCO *-Q,  L(5)^~C?yLC4)«^-o 
«.s 
I_U) =  MM^Wo+O 
-> 
L|<r- i.CI\ L><~ LU) 
LS^- U«, L^-«- L(«*0 
L6r«- LCD, L<b«~ L(6) 
68 
L CKf$-px2-t-2) <r-   MMCMO + *) 
L I  <J- LCD ,   Li^- U*-) 
L7 <-   L(7) ,   L? *- L W 
pTJM 
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S2.  SNGLE 1 (NSNG) 
This subroutine checks whether the input picture forms a 
single stroke within the Upper Block.  If it does, NSNG 
is set to 1.  In the following flowchart, W (W.) denotes 
the width of the cluster on the seventh (i ) row. 
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S3.  SNGLE 2 (NSNG) 
This subroutine checks whether the input picture forms a 
single stroke within the Lower Block.  If so, NSNG is set 
to 1.  In the following flowchart, W (W.) denotes the width 
of the cluster on the twelfth (i ) row. 
—" T K)5^^-  I 
NJc 
x<- i ■+■ 
peTa? 
->(KFTUN 
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S4.  SFS (NSS) 
This subroutine checks whether the input picture forms a 
diagonal stroke oriented in the northwestern direction 
within the Middle Block.  If it does so, NSS is set to 1. 
IV* 4VE7, /frei*. 
"The. aveyoje ho/.^^^ 
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S5.  SFIJT (NUT) 
This subroutine checks whether the input picture forms a 
T or half T junction (with a form of T or T ) within the 
Upper Block. 
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S6.  SFML (NML, NZORJ) 
This subroutine checks whether a horizontal-oriented stroke 
exists within the Middle Block.  If so, NML is set to 1.  In 
the following flowchart, NU, NB and NI denotes the right-end 
boundary of the first G-primitive on the sixth, thirteenth 
J -th *•  i and 1  row, respectively. 
"N U > Mfc^ v  ^   . .£- M t \ |>1 Y (V    -       !-•   W 
NfK^- WB 
J !v 
WML<rO 
r 
NML^- 
X <r~X-\- 
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S7.  EOFF (NEE, NRBL) 
This subroutine checks whether a single stroke exists within 
the Lower Block.  If it does, NEF is set to 0. 
(PB^I/v/ T <M4 
 *  
Nio 
NE.t<- I 
7\ 
^ 
1 "«- -I -1- \ 
-M^TliRtt 
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S8.  CORG (NCC) 
This subroutine checks the shape of the non-G-primitive 
augmented to the primary primitive at its lower end.  If 
the non-G-primitive is oriented in the northeastern di- 
rection, NCC is set to 1.  This subroutine distinguishes 
"C" from "G".  In the following flowchart, K denotes the 
lowest row that contains two clusters. 
msuA CALL ers£B&Cx) 
K 
X<-   T~ 
«5 tfcc <~ I 
CA^^SBIBCX) 
LK <r- Li. 
*  Mcc«— o 
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h/STP.**- NSTi?-H k 
© 
* 
|S/c 
KfCC«~0 
T^ 
->&TUg^ 
Ko 
Y«* 
L.2. M=f  <- L*C 
L3 R^p •«- L3C 
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S9.     TCLOSE   (NTCL,  NLBL,  NRBL,  NLBR,  NRBR) 
This  subroutine checks whether the primary G-primitive 
merges with the second G-primitive within the Upper Block. 
If it does,  NTCL  is  set to  1. 
K <^  3 
Tl   <— NLBP, T3<^   hlR&K. 
KK ^ 
tft 
SB s *% kr ^-~ Lr tr_  1 >?             7 
& 
Y« «.5 ^TCL ■<- O 
7F 
CALL SCoMT^ (X,   2^1^  tffc) 
CA-Lk   SCOMTL C^/ TI , T^,  Nf L) 
«.S 
hJc 
I«-  I-  \ 
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SlOa and SlOb.  JOIN (NMID, NBTM, NLBL, NRBL, NLBR, NLBR, NRBR, 
NJUN) 
This subroutine carries out the downward subparsing.  NMID 
is set to 1 if the first and second G-primitive merge with 
each other within the Middle Block. NBTM is set to be 1 if 
they merge with each other within the Lower Block. NJUN 
designates the row where the first merger occurs.  In SlOa, 
NMID is checked, while in SlOb, NBTM is checked. 
/gEfrlA/Y iBtf iH) 
<3> 
1 \<r-  ML&L,     1£ 
S/fcou3 
** ® 
CALU <SCO^T^ CNROU^XI^I^ we; 
CALL S>LONjL (A/£ 010,3^ JJ, A/L) 
k 
JV^A(?^— A/^Ap+t 
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|v/gou)<-/VfiouO-b | 
TF 
T^-X^ 
TT 
& 
-^ 
MMIP -«-  o 
CALL ^co^L (1, I l,T3 */<-) 
SfOC<r-   I 
c£ 
-*- 
MMIJ><-| 
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© 
 7  
CALL sco/vrfc(:t,ii, 13 MR) 
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SIla and SI lb)  DOQ (NDD, NQQ, NLBL, NRBL, NLBR, NRBR) 
In Slla, the first half of subroutine DOQ checks whether 
a stroke lies between the first and second G-primitive. 
If it does, the result is "Q." NQQ is set to 1.  In Sllb 
the second half of subroutine DOQ checks whether the first 
G-primitive is a rather straight stroke.  If it is, then 
the result is "D." NDD is then set to 1. 
(g**lAh 
"K-l-h 
^ 
x<-2 
3" | -*- h/LBf-,  15<r-f<Ke& 
CALL SCo^T£ (.I^T^N*) 
o( 
WQQ 
[dBTuiu] 
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d 
l^-T-t- Ni'S<5-^r-  | fceruM 
\ '        .    ..     _    . 
T-. .  »     »!<:» l       «.J<n>l? fiou*    r^ 
-r"- ^'~ r ^ 
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SI2.  AORR (NAA, NJUN) 
This subroutine traces the rightmost boundary of the input 
picture.  If it has shape <, then the result is "R". 
Otherwise it is "A". 
-> 
T T-v- \.^ 
KM2 hjyuhl- -2 
^P3> «- NjUNl+^ 
W-OLi <^~ (KM2- DXI1+ ! 
Wo6 <~ Ot>* - •i)x H + > 
RBfc. <r   M M C^fOB-*-MM CW08;) 
N/AA ^ferud 
fc.coM <?— MM(*/0+M MCMo;3 
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SI3.  CROSS (NWAY) 
This subroutine checks whether there exists at least one 
row containing more than two clusters.  If there does 
NWAY is set to 3; otherwise, it is set to 2. 
NlWAT-^ 2 
CALL^SBEBCL; 
T-*-l + M< 
r* «-S 
NWAT ^~ ? 
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S14.  REJW  (NW, NLBL, NRBL, NLBR, NRBR) 
Let Cf (CR) the bhe closter on the 7th row contained in 
the 1st (2nd) G-primitive.  Doward subparsing is executed. 
Let C (CR) tend to extend rightward (leftward).  If they 
do not touch each other throughout this downward subparsing, 
the result is "W".  NWW is then set to 1. 
NJWJVO' -^mru&b 
CAM. SOOAiTK Cly\iLBL,*lf.t^t<*) 
T-^X-M U 
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S15.  MMNN (NMM, NLBL, NRBL, NLBR, NRBR) 
Again, CT and CD are defined as above.  Downward subparsing L      K 
is executed.  Let both C, and CD tend to extend rightward. L      K 
If they do not touch each other throughout this downward 
subparsing, NMM is set to 1.  Otherwise it is reset. 
(FP4-IA/V 
MHM 
\iv 
CALL SCONTP (I, li^i^Mp) 
CALL SCoKjJp. CX, J|; J3  M-F; 
X«- T+  I   « N/c 
V, c-s 
MMM^o ■*-(RE7U 
X 
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S16.  NOH (NNN,NRBL, NLBR) 
The Middle stroke or bar is examined. If its vertical span 
is small, then the result must be an "H." So NNN is reset. 
Otherwise, the result is "N." 
I 
3 
7 
<- 
Tc «.5 
CALL ^BKBCi; 
T<- I-*- 
1 
Y*s 
BE(,!//) 
\ 
tJZffiSt | <—-   I -  tf ?OlO | 
Nfc 
/W/S/ 
r< e5 
<s//V/A/ <~  O tEvm 
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S17.  MOH (NH, NLBL, NRBL, NLBR, NRBR) 
Let Cr and CD be defined as before. Downward subparsing L     K 
is executed.  Let both C. and C tend to extend leftward. 
If they merge with each other somewhere during this parsing, 
the result is "H." NH is set to 1.  Otherwise NH is reset. 
-? 
X 
II 
9- 
NLBL I3*»/vRgL 
sfL&^y J^^r- MZBK 
fVH<^~ o 
CALL  SCoA/TL C^, ^1, J3, A/L) 
T<-I-H ^ 
I r« aS 
N/H 
■nteTUi 
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S18.  MIDBOT (NMID, NLBL, NRBL, NLBR, NRBR) 
If the 1st and 2nd G-primitive merge with each other 
within the Middle Block, then NMID is set to 1. Note that 
"K," "HM and "X11 satisfy this condition, while "U" and "V" 
do not. 
(?e<rM -> 
1^  S .« 
eS 
-^ M^A^ <—W^-Ap+ I 
CALL ^co/vi-pL (^,11^5, A/L) 
I<-T-H I   « 
r« 5 
K/M(P^-II| 
//MID 
WMID^O 
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S19a and S19b.  SHKX CNHH, NKK, NLBL, NRBL, NLBR, NRBR, NSTK) 
In S19a, the subroutine SHKX determines whether the first 
G-primitive has shape ">." If so, the result is "X" and 
both NHH and NKK are reset.  In S19b, the second half of 
the subroutine SHKX determines whether the second G-primitive 
has shape <.  If so, the result is "K" and NKK is set to 1 
and NHH is reset.  Otherwise, the result is "H." 
&E<riM) > &HH  ^ O , NKK^-o/ LXX 
A 
Tj/wA   outf    tfLU/tJ£lS,siL&/rtlL& 
TW   <y^CX     N/RML   M    N/LKg. 
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"f 1/YV.A   avC£     NfLpU, tJLpB 
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S20.  SFW (NWW, NLB1, NRB1, NLB2, NRB2) 
Let C be the cluster in the seventh row belonging to the 
a 
first G-primitive.  C, is the next right cluster on the 
seventh row.  Downward subparsing is executed.  Let C (C, ) 
tend to extend rightward (leftward).  If they eventually 
merge with each other, the letter must be "W", and NWW is 
set to 1.  Otherwise, the result can be "M" or "N." 
m*JM 
CALL   SCO/UTK ^,11,13^^ 
CALL sc0\rrL Ci, Ji, ?K ^L? 
' 
-»((tETUM 
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S21.  SFN (N3N, NLB2, NRB2, NLB3, NRB3) 
Let C- be the cluster on the seventh row belonging to the 
first G-primitive.  Let C be the next cluster to the right 
of C_, and C, be the next cluster to the right of C .on Ob 6      a' 
the seventh row.  Downward subparsing is executed.  Let 
C (C,) tend to extend righward (leftward).  If they 9.  D 
eventually merge with each other, the result is "N", and N3N 
is set to 1.  Otherwise, the result is "M." 
tew 
N3.N <r~o 
Ivfo 
CALL   ^C0AJT<?CX'Xl-X^ ^) 
CALL   SCO/NJTL (X, TI, J3, tfL) 
REttJp* 
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S22.  SCONTL (NROW, Nl, N3, NCONTL) 
This subroutine checks whether there is a leftmost cluster 
C on the NROWth row, which contains at least a true point 
that lies within (Nl-1,N3+1).  If so, NCONTL is set to 1, 
and Nl and N3 are modified to the left-end and right-end 
boundaries of C. Otherwise, NCONTL is reset and Nl and N3 
remain to be unchanged. 
mtaty- 
(3> 
^JdOfJTL   <r-   O 
|< C <r-    tfO ■+ £ K 
H® 
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«5 
© 
«Z5 
|e|c«- KK + | k 
Mic<- MM CKC-V-I) 
L*T 
^ 
JL 
A/I <- KJ|c 
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S23.  SCONTR (NROW, Nl, N3, NCONTR) 
This subroutine checks whether there is a rightmost cluster 
C on the NROWth row, which contains at least a true point 
that lies within (Nl-1, N3+1).  If so, NCONTR is set to 1 
and Nl and N3 are modified to the left-end and right-end 
boundaries of C. Otherwise, NCONTR is reset and Nl and N3 
remain unchanged. 
UD <r- ( v£o\J- Ox !"? + 
k<- MM CA/CO 
«5 NJCOWT(2.<T-O 
i_ 
(J3C <=- MM U^o-f MMCA/O)) 
(&TUIW 
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St 
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CHAPTER IV.  CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
4.1 Discussion of Results 
The purpose of this thesis is the design of an efficient 
method for pattern recognition problems. This method is in fact 
a combination of both syntactic and statistic approaches. 
The motivation for this study is the fact that each of the 
above two approaches has a limited field of application. Each 
one is superior to the other in some applications and at the same 
time is inferior to the other in other applications.  Therefore, 
it is desirable to set up a combination of both such that the 
combined performance is better than either one alone.  Progress 
in this direction has been achieved. 
In Chapter II, a flexible version of the syntactic approach 
is suggested.  The formal concept of a generalized primitive is 
introduced. The traditional concept of a primitive is generalized 
in such a way that much less constraint has been imposed on its 
specific shape.  This reduces the number of production rules and, 
more importantly, it makes the global structure analysis a syste- 
matic procedure.  In the latter part of Chapter II, three tech- 
niques are introduced to relax the structure imposed by syntactic 
rules. These techniques are vertical extension, horizontal gap 
tolerance and dynamic partitioning. 
In Chapter III, the details of the generalized primitives 
and flexible techniques are described.  The overall procedure for 
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pattern recognition consists of two phases:  phase one and phase 
two.  Phase one is basically a syntactical reduction phase and is 
further divided into two subphases.  In subphase 1A, the inter- 
relationships between generalized primitives are examined.  In 
subphase IB, the unary relationship among generalized primitives 
and the interrelationship between generalized primitives and non-G- 
primatives are examined.  A core-outward parsing scheme is used 
to avoid misleading accidentals.  Totally, two subparsings are 
made. A quite detailed description of the vertical extension 
technique is given to demonstrate how a vertically imperfect 
junction can b'e recovered.  This is followed by an illustration 
of how a horizontally imperfect junction can be handled.  Finally, 
the original equal size tri-partitioning scheme is relaxed to 
allow for partition boundary adjustment.  Some cases of vertical 
displacement and nonlinear distortion can then be recognized 
properly. 
Phase two is basically a statistical analysis_phase.  Several 
decision* measurements are designed so that pictures having minor 
distinctions can be distinguished. 
As the reader has seen, this algorithm is cluster oriented. 
On each row, a cluster forms the basic recognizable unit.  The 
syntactic phase described in this thesis never makes use of the 
property of thickness of the strokes. The algorithm applies equally 
well regardless of the thickness of the strokes. 
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In the statistical phase, the mean position of a stroke on a 
certain row can always be obtained by taking the arithmetic average 
of the corresponding cluster on this row. Since it may be a non- 
integer, this method is even more accurate than the so-called 
skeleton reduction technique.  For instance, consider a certain 
stroke on the seventh row comprised of four points, say (5,7), 
(6,7), (7,7) and (8.7).  The point (6.7) or (7.7) may be taken 
to represent the skeleton of the stroke on this row.  But the 
arithmetic average of this cluster, in this case 6.5, is an even 
better representation of the mean position of the stroke on this 
row. Moreover,.a single arithmetic averaging computation is cer- 
tainly much faster than the time-consuming process of skeleton 
reduction. 
Looking at the phase one of syntactic analysis, the reader 
can see that the generalized primatives are fairly easy to identi- 
fy. The whole process of phase one is quite systematic.  The 
English alphabet is quickly decomposed into smaller groups.  In 
this phase, the advantages of syntactic approach is exhaustively 
used.  Any attempt to apply statistical measurements on the whole 
English alphabet would necessitate a large dimensionality.  As far 
as the second phase is concerned, the groups that remain to be 
separated are much smaller in size.  Furthermore, since the members 
of each such groups have a similar structure, the statistic 
approach is by far superior to handle such a situation. Therefore, 
if we look at the entire algorithm, we can see that the advantages 
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of the statistical and syntactic approaches have been fully made 
use of, meanwhile avoiding as much as possible the disadvantages 
of each approach. 
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4.2 Future Research* 
Some concepts and techniques touched in this thesis deserve 
further investigation.  For example, the generalized primitives 
treated in this thesis are vertically distributed.  Horizontally 
distributed generalized primitives will probably be useful when the 
subject under investigation has a different orientation or is 
more complicated than the English alphabet.  In that case, per- 
haps horizontal parsing is required.  It is quite possible that 
different kinds of generalized primitives can be designed with 
more complicated interrelationships allowed. 
Loosely specified grammars need further study.  Hopefully, in 
the future, each syntax rewriting rule can be associated with a 
margin of approval. More sophisticated dynamic partitioning al- 
gorithms are needed to keep track of the relative displacement or 
distribution of input picture. 
Perhaps one of the outstanding drawbacks of the method pre- 
sented in this thesis is that a random or non-English-alphabet 
input picture will end up with totally unpredictable results. 
But, in general this does not cause a lot of trouble.  For example, 
consider a machine designed to recognize the zip code appearing on 
an envelope.  The sender himself will suffer if he intentionally 
writes something which is far from the class of number patterns. 
The research presented here investigates a new direction for 
the attack of pattern recognition problems. This research is merely 
a beginning. Much more work needs to be done. 
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